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Identifying Customer Orientation and Opinion
The banking sector has undergone a major revolution with the advent of digital transformation. The
entry of Fintech and tech giants such as Google, Amazon, and Facebook have introduced
convenient banking that is easy to understand and use. In this focused condition, banks are
understanding the significance of client care and fulfillment and need to give close consideration to
the Voice of Customer to improve client experience.
Keeping these points in mind, we at IDBI Intech have developed an application for Sentiment
Analysis. The application is based on AI technologies for understanding customer needs and build
solutions around it.
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Sentiment analysis is done to analyze a body of text
for understanding the opinion expressed by it.
Typically, we quantify this sentiment with a positive or
negative value, called polarity.
The overall sentiment
is often inferred as
positive, neutral or
negative from the
sign of the polarity
score.
KEY FEATURES:

BUSINESS BENEFITS:
Tracks customer sentiments over time and
locates segments

Identify the orientation of opinion in a
body of text

Analysis of expenditure patterns of
customers

Built on NLP technologies for
tracking customer feedback

Strengthens investment strategies by
providing real time sentiment score

Analyzes pain points and helps
improve customer support.

Help make better decisions for
customers with qualitative and
quantitative metrics

Scanning of unstructured social
media posts to study consumer
behaviour

Brand monitoring and conversion from
negative to positive through studied strategy

Using sentiment analysis, business leaders can gain
deep insight into how their customers think and feel. The
analysis can help in tracking customer opinions over a
period of time, determine customer segmentation, plan
product improvements, prioritize customer service
issues, and many more business use cases.

Deliver Optimum
Customer Support
Across Various Channels
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The Intech Advantage:
ä Wholly owned subsidiary of IDBI Bank
Ltd. with major focus on Banking and
Financial Sector
ä Satisfied customers from leading Banks
and Financial Institutions
ä 1,200+ Strong Techno-functional experts
ä Domain and Technology experts with
over 15 plus years of experience
ä Development & Knowledge Center in
Navi Mumbai & Pune
ä Offices in Mumbai, Pune, Delhi, Chennai
& Hyderabad

